
 

 

 
 

MY FIRST 74 YEARS 
JOHN GRIMES YOUNGER (1 SEPT 1945- ) 

 
Trails 

Soon after I was born (in Columbus Ohio) my father’s father died, and dad packed mom and me into 
a trailer and drove us out to northern California, to a small house outside Mill Valley, north of San 
Francisco. For the first nine years of my life, I was an “only” child, roaming the ridge that led from our 
house through cow- (and bull-) infested fields to an abandoned army post overlooking San Francisco bay. 
On my eighth birthday, my parents gave me an open-ended bus ticket, which allowed me to visit, by myself, 
the Spanish missions along the California coast. I would draw the buildings during the day and sleep in a 
nearby field, in a sleeping bag, at night. 

After my sister was born, in 1954, we moved into town. Behind our new house was a fire trail that 
looped around to Mt Tamalpais. On the weekends I would roam these firebreaks and hike the Dipsea Trail 
(some 10 miles to Stinson Beach and back). As my father got more successful, he indulged in some luxuries: 
he bought a sailboat, but soon developed a fear of open water, so I learned to sail, going out by myself into 
the San Francisco bay. When I was in high school, dad bought a horse but it soon became clear he didn’t 
like heights, so I took care of the horse, riding both Western and English saddles on the trails of Mt Tam.  
 
Music and Stone 
 

At age 13, my life took a turn. I was enrolled in an experimental program, designed by a fierce 
educator, Martha Robinson. One teacher taught us science and math, another Latin, another German, 
while Robinson taught us art and literature. We memorized poems, studied paintings, and went to San 
Francisco on Wednesdays to visit Golden Gate Park and to attend the symphony. I remember a concert by 
Glenn Gould (singing almost inaudibly to his Bach and Schönberg) and my first opera (Strauss’s “Die Frau 
ohne Schatten,” which surprisingly did not kill my interest in opera). I took to music and began studying 
piano. In high school I added violin and played in the Marin Youth Symphony. My high school music 
teacher foisted instrument after instrument on me and had me practice each one until I could produce an 
acceptable sound and play a simple melody; I thus worked my through almost every instrument, including 
garden hose: that paid off in 1993 when I was allowed to sound the Malia stone triton shell. 

The eighth-grade visits to Golden Gate Park included the De Young Museum of Art. And it was 
there I fell under the spell of Cellini’s bust of Cosimo I de’ Medici; it had only recently been acquired and 
the guards were excited. Stone had always “grabbed” me: I have always had a rock collection – it’s now 
enormous. Though the guards did not allow me to touch the marble bust (Pentelic!), they did teach me to 
appreciate how light glances off the modeled surface: “you can see the tool marks.” Such observations have 
allowed me to reconstruct the process of sculpting the Parthenon frieze (1997, 2004), to deduce that the 
sculptures on the Temple of Zeus at Olympia were installed unfinished (2009), and that the Elgin plaques 
from the Treasury of Atreus are Minoan spolia recut to fill the relieving triangle. 
 
Higher Ed 

 
I entered Stanford University in the fall of 1963. Dad had often told me he had my college education 

paid for, but when I tried to enroll in classes, I found out there was no money. So, I worked my way through 
college: the university bursar found me scholarships and loans and I found jobs (a music store, a fish and 
chips restaurant, the university cafeteria). Four years later I had a BA in history, having also satisfied the 
requirements for degrees in music and classics. In the summer of my sophomore year, 1965, I worked in a 
brewery in Winterthur Switzerland and made enough money to buy an old motorcycle, a black BMW 1000 
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cc, with which I toured Greece that autumn. When I returned to college in the winter of 1966 I took Near 
Eastern archaeology, ancient Greek, and a Greek art course with T.B.L. Webster, who had me catalogue 
the Greek and Roman lamps in the basement of the university museum. I was hooked. 

After college, I entered graduate school in Classics at the University of Cincinnati and received a MA 
in 1969. As soon as I submitted my thesis (on Early Minoan sealstones), I left for Greece, for my first 
excavation (Ayia Irini, Kea) and for the year-long program at the American School of Classical Studies. 
Afterward, I remained in Athens, writing my PhD dissertation (Late Bronze Age sealstones) and excavating 
in the summers (Knossos, Ayios Stephanos, Phylakopi). My last year in Greece, 1973-1974, was 
“interesting”: I taught high school at the Campion School in Nea Psykhiko, witnessed the student uprising 
that November, and saw the downfall of the military junta and the resignation of President Nixon the 
following summer. Late in the spring of 1974, I was offered a teaching position at Duke University and I 
accepted; my wife decided to stay in Greece and we separated. Before moving to Durham NC, I flew out to 
Mill Valley to inform my parents that I had a university job, that after six years of marriage my wife and I 
were getting a divorce, and that I was gay. My sister said that she wasn’t surprised, my mother asked if I was 
happy, and father wanted to know how he had caused all this. 
 
Sex and Activism 
 

I had always known, since childhood, that the way most people lived (8-to-5 job, married with 
children) wasn’t for me. I occasionally had girlfriends in grade school and in college I dated one woman 
seriously enough to marry her (1968). But from eighth grade on, I had had fleeting sexual encounters with 
men – and these did not stop when I got married. When she and I decided to divorce, I also decided that 
living gay was more honest than living straight. I thus came out publicly at age 29 as gay and stayed that 
way. 

Living gay is honest, but it hasn’t been easy. Since my late 20s, I have had four long-term relationships 
with a man. My first ended when he was killed by a hit-and-run taxi driver – the driver was never caught. I 
went celibate for a few years while I concentrated on publishing articles and trying to get tenure. The first 
attempt at tenure failed because I was openly gay. A member of my department wrote a letter to the tenure 
committee condemning me, I was denied tenure, and he was so proud of his success that he mimeographed 
the letter and sent it to area churches. My next door neighbor gave me a copy – and I took it to the president 
of the university, former North Carolina governor Terry Sanford. I gave him the letter and asked what my 
being gay had to do with my teaching, research, and service (the three criteria for tenure). I remember how 
Sanford sat silent for a while, and then answered “nothing; it has nothing to do with it.” He convened a 
second tenure committee that Fall and I was approved. It was 1982. To celebrate, I got my left ear pierced, 
planted asparagus, and began a second long-term relationship with a man; it lasted 13 years. 

That spring, at the first meeting of the university Board of Trustees, I announced that I was going to 
do everything I possibly could to make sure that gays and lesbians would never again be in danger of losing 
their job at Duke. To the present day, I have been an activist for minority rights: at Duke, I spearheaded 
movements and chaired committees that resulted in improvements: for instance, a stand-alone academic 
program in the “Study of Sexualities,” health benefits for unmarried partners of university employees 
(“same-sex spousal equivalency”), the first LGBTQI+ course (“Perspectives in Gay, Lesbian, and Bisexual 
Studies”), a website and email discussion list that monitored academic LGBTQI+ programs in the United 
States and Canada (it is still active), and a permanent, standing, university committee that evaluated the 
academic environment for minorities and which reported directly to the university president. 

In 1988, I began studying feminism. It was then unusual for men to identify as feminists, but Duke 
had won the NCAA basketball championship for two years and departments received money to hire 
exceptional faculty: the English department hired the queer theorist Eve Sedgwick who moved into the 
office next to me. I began reading her work and grappling with terminology. Feminist principles then began 
influencing my research. In April 1992, I attended the Aegaeum conference in Tasmania and gave a paper 
on Aegean jewelry; it was on the plane over that I met Paul Rehak – thus beginning my third long-term 
relationship. 
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Rehak and I began collaborating on many archaeological projects and reporting together at 
conferences. Our most intensive collaboration resulted in our review of LM Crete (2001); it was four years 
in the making. In 1995, we attended the Third International Women in Archaeology conference in Sydney, 
Australia, two of the (only) four men who participated (Bernard Knapp and Ian Hodder were the other 
two). After Rehak was denied tenure at his own university, Loyola Chicago, for “uncollegiality” he came to 
Duke where he found work teaching in the First Year Experience. When he was denied a permanent 
position in my Department of Classical Studies, he applied for, and got, a tenure-track position at the 
University of Kansas; we moved there in 2001. That summer, I was offered a spousal accommodation 
position to start in the Fall the year after; I taught my last semester at Duke, Fall of 2001, sold my house, 
and moved permanently to Lawrence, Kansas, that Spring. Paul died of AIDS in 2004. 

That year my book, Sex in the Ancient World, was published in hard cover before appearing on the 
internet. After Paul died, I started work editing his unfinished manuscript on the emperor Augustus, Imperium 
and Cosmos. We had toured Rome together several times, so I was familiar with the general outline, the 
history of Augustus’s building program in the Campus Martius. In Rome, we tracked down every obelisk 
and paced out the horologium solarium, and we visited peripheral monuments like Gaius’s cenotaph in Limyra, 
Turkey, and Numidian mausolea in Tunisia. 

The Aegean conference in Rethymnon on gender and sexuality (2004, publication in 2009) was 
dedicated to Paul, and it was then I began creating social interpretations of Minoan iconography, starting 
with Minoan depictions of the “distaff” line (2009, mother, daughter, and granddaughter), the West House 
fresco, Akrotiri, as a Minoan portolan (2011), and MM II as a watershed in Minoan self-consciousness. 
 
Computers and the Internet 
 

Soon after my appointment at Duke University (1974), I began attending computer programing 
classes, becoming involved in a federally funded project designing foreign language fonts, pixel by pixel, and 
writing interactive computerized language courses for the Defense Language Institute of Monterey. My two 
favorite projects resulted in a polytonic Greek font, which could add diacritics to any individual letter, and 
a classical Arabic font, which I rewired an IBM Selectrix typewriter to print, right to left.  

In 1982 I bought my first personal computer, an IBM that came unassembled like an Erector Set. It 
came with the earliest word-processing program, EasyWriter. I was fascinated and wrote to acquire a site-
license for distributing the program on campus for free; I spent weekends copying the program onto black 
floppy disks and setting up distribution stalls on campus. Soon, most of the student body was submitting 
their term papers printed by dot-matrix printers. 

I began myself to test this new program by entering Minoan seal iconography into the database 
program DBase II, generating a text organized like an outline with indented subdivisions. It took me about 
two years to prepare the basic text, another year to “massage” the results and to print the catalog in two 
columns with pagination and captions to computer-generated illustrations. Bristol Classical Press (John 
Betts, executive editor) published the camera-ready text in 1988, when computer-generated books were still 
novelties, mine among the first academic ten. Five years later, 1993, I published my second computer-
generated book, Bronze Age Seals in their Middle Phase, again in camera-ready form (SIMA 102). 

At almost the same time, Rehak and I established “AegeaNet” (1993-present), a listserv or discussion 
list focusing on the prehistoric Aegean. At the time it was one of only a few discussion lists on classical and 
archaeological subjects, and we founders and managers of these collaborated extensively at the beginning 
to produce models of practice and principles of good “netiquette” (email behavior), overseen to some degree 
by the federal government. In the 1990s and early 2000s several of these discussion lists died or were 
disbanded briefly (like ANE), leaving AegeaNet the oldest, continually operating email discussion on an 
ancient topic. While discussions on AegeaNet can become passionate (it has over 1200 subscribers), the list 
has also served to focus attention on important topics, like the first appearance of equids in the Aegean (EM 
III Ayia Triada) and the horse (Troy VI). During this time, too, Rehak and I edited book reviews together 
for the American Journal of Archaeology (1996-2004, me alone to 2007). 
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This immersion in the internet led to my series, “Caught in the Web,” in the quarterly journal Biblical 
Archaeologist/Near Eastern Archaeology (1995-1998). Submitting a short editorial on internet innovations every 
three months made me pay attention to VR, “Moos,” open access, and the development of cloud-based 
computing and sourcing. In turn, this immersion led to my becoming chair of the Technology Committee 
of the American School of Classical Studies (2009-2014), functioning as a liaison between the Agora and 
Corinth programmers and the Managing Committee in New York and Princeton. The programmers were 
developing open-access software for the School’s archaeological data, a sensitive topic since much of the 
basic data (notebooks, photographs) were still unpublished. With a few conferences and lots of meetings on 
both sides of the Atlantic we managed sensible solutions.  

Although I have enjoyed researching and writing all my studies, several have given me special 
pleasure: my small book, Music in the Aegean Bronze Age (1998); the Hesperia article on the sculptures from the 
Temple of Zeus at Olympia (2009), which Rehak and I had been preparing for more than a decade though 
eventually it fell to me to complete alone; and my cloud-sourced websites on LGBTQI+ academic programs 
and on Linear A.  

Since websites are globally accessible they can be constantly updated to incorporate contributions 
from the public. My website on LGBTQI+ academic programs (1997 to present) has charted the growth of 
such programs in US colleges and universities. At first, such programs were so rare (like my stand-alone 
program in the Study of Sexualities) that they attracted national attention: Mike Wallace devoted a segment 
of his TV News program “60 Minutes” to the Sexualities program at Duke (March 22, 1998). Reactions to 
this exposure were so electric that we forged ahead and, that May, conducted the first Lavender Graduation 
ceremony at Duke and began a new Freshman-only program on “Diversity and Identity” that Fall (first year 
students in the program lived together and took three of their four courses in the program). At present, 
almost every university and college in the US and Canada has some kind of LGBTQI+ academic program, 
services, and resources for students. 

With Linear A, I began making an on-line phonetic transcription of the texts presented in GORILA 
(1976-1985, with permission) in the hope of making the material available to all in an easily accessible form 
and to solicit observations and contributions from the interested public. Contributions are monitored and 
acknowledged with gratitude and a separate website lists updates. Much is now known about Linear A: 
William Brice long ago established the palaeography of the script; Yves Duhoux pointed to the many 
prefixes and suffixes and suggested the language may have been agglutinative (if so, it’s probably not related 
to any known language); and Brent Davis has deduced the probable syntax of the language and that the 
Libation Formula is a dedication formula. Davis and I consulted with the Unicode Standard Committee to 
set and publish Linear A’s in 2014. My own contributions include deducing the meanings of some words 
and logograms and some Minoan administrative/scribal practices like the “Continuity Principle” of 
arranging lists and “Hyphenization” of separating prefixes, base words, and suffixes on separate lines.  
 
Theater 

 
As if I didn’t have enough outlets, I have been involved with theater since childhood. My earliest role 

was for an article and photoshoot on child hoodlums for the newspaper “Independent Journal” of San 
Rafael. Other parts came quickly: in High School I won the first annual Shakespeare contest and played 
“Enoch Snow” in Rodgers and Hammerstein’s “Carousel.” After I moved to Durham NC (1974), I became 
active in several theater groups. The most memorable year was 1982-1983: I directed Gilbert & Sullivan’s 
“Mikado” with Poobah and Katisha in a S&M relationship and the song “Three Little Maids from School” 
danced as a cancan. Perhaps my weirdest role was that of “Satyros,” a “sad and ugly slave” in Maxwell 
Anderson’s “Barefoot in Athens” about the trial of Socrates; that role I took on with only a week of rehearsal. 
The play ran for two long weekends, usually with an audience only for the Sunday matinees (we performed 
the play in the basement of a church). The director had no control over the cast, and the last performance 
dissolved into chaos. 

After I moved to Lawrence, I auditioned for the English Alternative Theater directed by award-
winning playwrite Paul Lim. My first role was as a bear (in brown pajamas) that spouted philosophy as he 
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ate people. Another fun part was the title role in “Boy Gets Girl” by Rebecca Gilman, in which I (a 
“fem’nist” stalker) trashes a woman’s apartment, kicking and throwing furniture around: I love playing 
“heavies.” Another “heavy” role that was fun to do was King Creon in “Antigone” by Sophocles, reworked 
by Hölderlin, Brecht, and Judith Malina. By the time we got to it, the play was still recognizably Sophoclean 
but also socialistic (Brecht) and insanely violent (Malina); the local newspaper called me the “Creon from 
hell.” Unfortunately Lim retired in 2012 and EAT ceased: my last role was as a blind man who poisoned 
people with methanol making them go blind, too – that was fun. 
 
Research & Publications 

 
While touring Greece in the Fall of 1965, I found myself most interested in the processes of working 

stone: unfinished sculptures lay in the quarries, tool marks were obvious, there were mortises for attaching 
sculptures to walls, and discreet stages of finish. It did not matter if I was looking at sculpture or at 
architecture: it was stone and process. Early on, I began a catalogue of unfinished temples, discovering 
quickly there were four phases of construction at the end of each of which a temple could be left unfinished. 

During several summers in the 1980s, I interned myself with tomb sculptors outside the First National 
Cemetery in Athens, learning basic carving techniques, including copying with the pointing machine. In 
1990 I spent several weeks studying the Parthenon and Bassae friezes in the British Museum (4 am to 8 am, 
alone with just a guard, ladder, and lights). Since stone is stone and carving techniques have not change in 
millennia, I could apply to the small scale of sealstones the processes learned from studying large scale 
sculpture and architecture. 

The chronology of seals thus charted the changing developments in how the surface and iconographic 
elements were sculpted. The series “Masters and Workshops” of seven articles (Kadmos 1982-1989) fleshed 
out the closing chapter of my PhD dissertation: this identified groups of Late Bronze Age seals that exhibited 
specific technical traits (for example, animal eyes whose shape changed from a modeled ellipse to a large 
dot to a ring around a dot to a small isolated dot). Since the dissertation concerned only seals from dated 
contexts, I could date the appearance of each technical/iconographic trait. I started the Kadmos series with 
John Betts, and together we laid out principles and procedures, but Betts soon left the project and I 
continued on my own. After an impromptu seminar at the office of the Corpus der minoischen und mykenischen 
Siegel in Marburg, Germany, in 1984, I retitled the series to “Stylistic Groups,” with a detailed prologue 
explaining the change in terminology (1985, “Stylistic Groups” IV). The entire series thus detailed the 
technical and stylistic development of seals in the Late Bronze Age down to the destruction of Knossos and 
the subsequent appearance of the last stylistic group on the Mainland (1987, “Stylistic Groups” VI; and 
2010, Attributing). 

This series took up the first decade of my research. Along the way, I elaborated on some specific 
groups (e.g., 1978, Mycenae-Vapheio Lion Group; 1989, Large Stylistic Group), some technical processes 
(1974, Glyptic Sketch; 1981, Creating a Seal; and 1984, Ring Construction), and some iconographical 
themes (1976, 1995, Bull-Leaping/Games). 

My participation in archaeological excavations has also continued following my first stint on Kea 
(1969). I have generally had good luck in digging: at Corinth (1970) Mary Hollinshead and I excavated the 
first trench to produce Proto-Corinthian; at Knossos, Royal Road (1971), my trench was bare of finds until 
the last week when it began producing EH II sauceboats; at Ayios Stephanos, Laconia (1974), I identified 
“Taffy” ware as Frankish (principality of Achaea, 1205-1432 CE); at Phylakopi (1975-1977) I excavated the 
Mycenaean Sanctuary with hundreds of finds per level, using a system of plotting each object on mylar 
overlays as it was uncovered.  

An earthquake in central Italy in 1980 cracked open a hill south of Venosa, Puglia, revealing a vast 
catacomb system of mixed Jewish and Christian tombs. The Vatican, which “owns” all cemeteries in Italy, 
was reluctant to excavate. So, the Jewish Heritage Foundation offered to pay for archaeologists to discover 
a new and safe entrance and they selected Professors Eric and Carol Meyers of Duke University to lead the 
excavation; they, in turn, invited me to supervise the actual digging. I spent several weeks in the summer of 
1981, observing how sunlight played against the catacomb’s hillside before deciding on a spot that looked 
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slumped. In four days we had dug down to a new entrance whose blocking earth we broke through (à la 
Carter and Lord Carnarvon) to see an empty corridor and untouched loculi (my photograph was published 
on the front page of the NY Times, with byline, 26 July 1981). Three days later the Vatican moved in with 
bulldozers to scrape out a parking lot for tourists and a ticket booth.  

After that, I went on to join the Meyers’ excavation of an early synagogue (2nd-6th c. CE) at Nabratein 
in north Israel. The synagogue is small but my trench held the threshold block, which was so big it had to 
have been reused. I asked for help from the army base at nearby Safed and they brought a crane over; we 
lifted the block and turned it over: it was the pediment to the early torah shrine, with suspension hole for 
the eternal flame and two lions flanking the pediment. Since orthodox Jews had been pestering us for days, 
we knew we had to get this offensive art into a museum: we raced the block to the Rockefeller Museum in 
Jerusalem in the dead of night. This was written up in People magazine (14 September 1981). The pediment 
sits in splendid display in the Rockerfeller museum. 

Years passed, and with a new spirit of archaeology in Israel, the Meyers were eventually allowed to 
published the Nabratein synagogue and they asked me to contribute the chapters on its architecture and 
sculpture. The resulting volume (2009) established me as an expert on early Jewish synagogues (I give 
lectures on the subject and am a consultant for the Israel Antiquities Authority); it also led me to being 
selected Director of the Jewish Studies Program at the University of Kansas in 2013. Who knew? 
 
Feminist Archaeology 

 
In the late 1980s I was incorporating feminist theory and themes into my work. For this, I had to add 

another publication area since feminist archaeology was slow to develop. Because of my own sexual 
orientation, however, it was easy to think about how art expresses ancient gender and sexuality. Several of 
my articles develop this concept; my two favorite are “Women in Relief” (2002) that explores the classical 
cemetery as a woman’s world and how it speaks to women, both ancient and modern; and “Minoan 
Women” (2016) that follows the phases of a woman’s life from birth to death (not from Neolithic to Late 
Minoan). At the end of that study, I finally took “the plunge”: “Neopalatial Crete presents the best candidate 
for a matriarchy – if one ever existed.” I reiterated the point in a lecture at the University of Arkansas in 
2017, suggesting that the LM IB destructions of almost every site in Crete, no matter how remote, were not 
the result of a Mycenaean invasion by itself. Such would not have been able to find and destroy all those 
hundreds of sites: it would have to have had help from a popular and general revolt against the power of 
Minoan women. 

While I’ve been pleased with the reception of most of my publications, the reception to a couple has 
baffled me. My proposal for a LH II date for the Lion Relief above Mycenae’s front gate (1987, “End of 
Mycenaean Art”) has been rejected by almost everyone, although such a date had been proposed by others 
before me (e.g., S. Ferri, “La funzionalità del monumento archeologico concepita come coefficiente di 
valutazioné,” RendLinc 8.7-10 (1953) 410-413). My early date relies on two facts: the gate is only the setting 
for the relief (a terminus post quem non) and the relief shares an unusual iconography and an otherwise unique 
technical trait with only one other object, a LH I-II lentoid seal (CMS I no. 46). The technical trait is unique 
on both the seal and the relief: carved bands or “bracelets” at the lions’ ankles.  

Somewhat similar has been the resistance to seeing in the Parthenon’s sculpture any reflection of 
Athenian “ideal” attitudes towards sex and gender. But that resistance originates, I believe, in the persistent 
view that the Parthenon is “perfect,” implying that it is pure and cannot possibly be tainted by contemporary 
attitudes about such common things as sex and women. The obvious lie to this view is the appearance of 
Artemis and Aphrodite seated together in both the east frieze and east pediment. In both instances they 
touch, reminding us how the two goddesses function like bookends to a young woman’s life, guiding her 
from adolescence into marriage and maternity. 

Recently, I have been exploring the possibility of identifying Aegean myths (i.e., Minoan and early 
Mycenaean myths, composed and situated earlier than the Trojan War). I rather stumbled into this area for 
the “Metaphysis” conference (Vienna, 2016), following the trail of an odd iconography on a few seals: a pair 
of girls leashed and led by a man to a woman. I tentatively identified the story behind this scene as having 
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something to do with the Hyperborean Maidens and the titan Leto on Delos. The subsequent publication 
of the massive gold ring from the Griffin Warrior tomb at Pylos confirmed this identification (the leashed 
pair of girls with woman and another pair of women with tall hats, the two pairs flanking a shrine with palms 
at the water’s edge); I then pursued this theme at the “Mneme” conference (Venice 2018). And finally I 
have submitted a manuscript for a forthcoming collection of essays (Fritz Blakolmer ed.) in which I formulate 
a methodology for identifying these early, pre-Trojan War myths, including foundation myths for Mycenae 
(from the megaron, a wall painting with a man falling from a chariot: Myrtilos?) and Pylos (from Hall 64, 
another painting with Mycenaeans battling barbarians in animal skins: Salmoneus’s cattle raid?). 

 
Kansas (2001-present) 

 
The University of Kansas tenures its faculty in the various schools, not in departments: my 

appointment therefore has been in the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences, which I interpreted to mean I 
could contribute to more units than just Classics – so I have also taught for Humanities and Western 
Civilization, Museum Studies, Art History, and Jewish Studies. After a stint as Chair of Classics (2004-2005), 
I was asked to chair Women, Gender and Sexuality Studies (2008-2013), establishing a PhD program and 
ushering in the first cohort of WGSS doctoral students; and I have chaired the Jewish Studies Program 
(2013-2019), establishing a completely redesigned program and a major that allows students to get their BA 
in Jewish Studies. 

In 2011 I joined the Gournia Excavation Project, where I uncovered a 4000 year old pottery 
workshop (EM II/III to LM I) with more than 50 vases intact and in situ, plus potter’s stations and tools. In 
2012, a student at KU, Cody Haynes, joined the team – and I began my fourth long-term relationship with 
a man.  

In order to publish the Pottery Workshop and its contents properly, and to honor the original potters, 
Cody and I have taken pottery formation and firing classes in Lawrence Kansas, have brought our pottery 
instructor, Kyla Strid, to Crete twice to walk the Workshop together and interpret the rooms and finds, and 
we have interned ourselves with traditional potters in Margarites, Crete. Cody and I got married in April 
2016 – which I never thought possible until the Supreme Court decision the year before (26 June 2015); 
even then we waited 10 months, in case the decision was rescinded.  

In 2017, shortly before my retirement from the University of Kansas (30 June 2019), Cody and I 
bought a large farm out in the country southwest of the university. High on a glaciated ridge above the 
greater Missouri river plain we have planted acres of grapevines for natural wine-making and fruit trees for 
canning, mowed walking paths through the prairie grass, and added chickens and goats to our menagerie 
of dogs and cats. There is no sea nearby and no beach but we do have a pond, lots of stone, and lots of sky. 
It’s much like the Greece we both love. 

Here, I intend to finish up a few archaeological projects and identify the grasses, flowers, and trees of 
our prairie home; we will add rescue donkeys and llamas and drink natural wine together; and I’ll live to 
148. 

 
John G. YOUNGER 


